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Purpose 
The teaching strategies in this series enhance the classroom practices that support 
implementation of the Reading and viewing element of the Literacy general capability.  

The Reading and viewing element consists of four complementary sub-elements: 

• Phonological awareness 

• Phonic knowledge and word recognition 

• Fluency 

• Understanding texts.  

The focus of this series is the sub-element ‘Understanding texts’, which ‘describes how students 
learn, apply, integrate and adapt strategies and skills as they engage with increasingly complex 
texts, for a range of purposes’ (ACARA 2010 to present). Strategies that develop an 
understanding of texts will support students to apply appropriate processes, develop and use 
vocabulary, and comprehend (make meaning). 

Each teaching strategy includes an overview, a step-by-step guide to using the strategy, and 
additional resources such as ready-to-use templates and models (see Appendix: Strategy 
factsheet — annotated sample). These strategies can be used in professional development 
across year levels, departments and/or faculty groups. 

Learning goal 
This series provides teachers with practical teaching strategies and resources that support 
students to understand increasingly complex texts. 

The process of reading 
The Active view of reading, developed by Nell Duke and Kelly Cartwright (2021), is a model of 
reading that draws on recent research to update aspects of earlier models — such as the Big 6, 
the Simple view of reading (SVR) and Scarborough’s rope model (see Parkin 2020 for further 
information). The Active view of reading model provides a broad context for the sub-elements of 
reading in the Literacy general capability v9.0. 

As Figure 1 shows, reading involves several components: active self-regulation, word recognition, 
language comprehension and bridging processes. In the early years, reading instruction focuses 
heavily on the systematic, explicit development of word recognition, i.e. foundational decoding 
skills, including phonic knowledge, and several of the bridging processes. Fluent decoding 
reduces cognitive load, allowing readers to focus on comprehending written texts.   

Models of reading can assist teachers to identify student reading strengths and aspects of 
reading that might benefit from targeted teacher support. For example, evidence shows students 
with effective word recognition and language comprehension can still struggle to read. Using the 
Active view of reading model, a teacher might identify opportunities to support students’ 
self-regulation or their use of one or more bridging processes.  
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Figure 1: Active view of reading model (Duke & Cartwright 2021) 

 

Teaching strategies within phases of learning 
This series presents each teaching strategy for developing understanding of texts (including 
comprehension, processes and vocabulary) in the phase of learning the strategy is likely to be 
most suitable for. The phases of learning identified by Fisher, Frey & Hattie (2016) are: 

• surface learning — the initial phase when students first encounter knowledge and skills, 
often in the form of explicit teaching 

• deep learning — the phase when students make connections across concepts and 
knowledge, participating in active discussions to unpack and make sense of their reading 
(and viewing) 

• transfer of learning — during which students take responsibility for their own learning, 
comparing concepts and knowledge across texts, and responding to new situations by 
applying their skills and understandings.  

Each phase builds on the other, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Strategies for developing understanding of texts 

Surface learning Deep learning Transfer learning 

• KWL 
• Oral (or zip) cloze 
• Possible sentences for 

vocabulary 
• Reading aloud 
• Skimming and scanning 
• Talking places/graffiti walls 

• Dialogic thinking for stories 
• Expert panel 
• Reciprocal teaching 
• Story map 
• Understanding concepts 

through texts 
• Vocabulary map 

• Inquiry chart (I-chart) 
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Selecting the strategies 
Teachers select strategies to meet the needs of students in their contexts — including phases of 
learning — with the goal of supporting students to understand texts, particularly through the 
development of vocabulary knowledge and language comprehension.  

Using the strategies across learning areas 
The development of reading is a responsibility of teachers in all learning areas and subjects. Most 
of the strategies are suitable or can be adapted for use across several learning areas, e.g. in 
Humanities and Social Sciences, Health and Physical Education, and Science, students can use 
skimming and scanning to locate relevant information and the I-chart to support note-making.  

While strategies such as dialogic thinking for stories may seem most suitable for English and 
The Arts, they can be adapted to support critical interpretations of texts in any learning area, e.g. 
articles about sustainability in product design in Years 5–6 Design and Technologies, primary 
sources about iconography in Mayan societies in Year 7 History, and texts about the impact of 
changes and transitions in relationships in Years 9–10 Health and Physical Education. 

Using the strategies across phases of learning 
Most strategies can provide opportunities to develop literacy skills at different levels of 
progression. For example, expert panel can be used to support students in important surface 
skills such as the identification of main ideas. However, for students with well-developed literacy 
skills, the same strategy can be used to support them in evaluating ethical positions taken in a 
text.  

Developing understanding of texts 
A reader’s prior experience and background knowledge (cultural, general and discipline-specific) 
plays a key role in their comprehension. Current research suggests that readers are more likely to 
develop reading skills, such as inferring and locating main ideas, when they are acquiring 
knowledge (see Dombek et al. 2017; Cabell & HyeJin 2020; Smith et al. 2021).  

As part of a broader reading program, teachers can promote wide, independent reading to 
provide skilled readers with the opportunity to use the knowledge they are acquiring and to add to 
their bank of knowledge and associated vocabulary. Extended, independent writing allows 
students to refine understandings and integrate new learnings with prior knowledge. This can 
assist with long-term retention and accessibility of knowledge (Fisher, Frey & Hattie 2017). 

Selecting texts for reading 
The ACARA (2010 to present) definition of texts states ‘Texts include components of print, image, 
sound, animation and symbolic representations, in a range of forms including digital forms’. Texts 
used with students should contain relevant, discipline-specific vocabulary and involve appropriate 
stretch for all students.  

For students still developing skills in reading, a cohesive, coherent text (e.g. a text that signals 
causal relationships explicitly and has a clearly defined structure) supports comprehension (Smith 
et al. 2021). Additionally, students will be more motivated to read if the topic is engaging, they 
can perceive relevance, the content is novel and surprising, the text is visually appealing and it 
matches their reading ability (Kim et al. 2017, Kim et al. 2020, Lepper et al. 2021). These texts 
can be read independently or shared with a teacher in a read aloud. 
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Appendix: Strategy factsheet — annotated sample 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Name of strategy 

Outer ring 
A green arrow indicates the level of learning as 
surface, deep or transfer. 
 
Inner ring  
The yellow circle indicates suitability of the strategy 
for particular year levels. 

A brief description of the strategy is provided. 

Learning focus 
The learning focus is based on the Understanding 
texts element of the Literacy general capability and is 
written in the form of possible learning goals. In most 
cases, the strategy can be adapted to suit students at 
different levels of literacy development. 

Teacher preparation 
Preparation for implementing the strategy is 
suggested. 

Icons 
A blue T or M icon indicates that a downloadable 
template or model (completed sample) is available. 
 

Suggested implementation 
Step-by-step guidance is provided for implementing 
the strategy. These are written from the perspective of 
teacher actions. Where relevant, resources and 
examples are provided.  
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Variations 
Where relevant, variations (including extension work) 
will be suggested. However, teachers are encouraged 
to create further adaptations to suit their own context 
and purposes. 

Further reading 
Where relevant, suggestions about additional 
resources and readings are provided. 

Appendixes 
Appendixes contain copies of templates and lengthy 
examples. These are also separately available as 
printable templates.  

Copyright notice 
The copyright notice should be included when 
strategy factsheets, templates and models are 
reproduced in any form.  
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